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Electronic properties of molecular crystals have been studied
extensively,1 and some unique phase transitions have been found
to result from an electronic instability or bistability through a strong
electron-lattice interaction.2 A typical example is the charge-
transfer (CT) phase transition associated with an intermolecular
electron transfer during the structural change. A donor-acceptor-
type organic CT complex, TTF-chloranil, exhibits a neutral-ionic
phase transition, at which the degree of charge transfer changes
from 0.3 to 0.7 with various critical phenomena including quantum
behavior.3 Recently, CT phase transitions have been observed in
several transition metal complexes.4 In the present communication,
we report a CT phase transition in the 2:1 complex of a thiazyl
radical, BDTA (1,3,2-benzodithiazolyl),5 and a cobalt-dithiolene
complex, [Co(mnt)2] (mnt2- ) maleonitriledithiolate) (see the inset
of Figure 1), which is accompanied by characteristic changes in
molecular structure, intermolecular packing, and magnetic suscep-
tibility.

(BDTA)2[Co(mnt)2] was prepared by the reaction of BDTA‚Cl5a

and [N(C4H9)4]2[Co(mnt)2]6 in a 1:1 solvent mixture of dry methanol
and ethanol. After filtration, the filtrate was set at-23 °C for one
night, during which rather air-sensitive, block-shape crystals of
(BDTA)2[Co(mnt)2] were grown.

The magnetic properties of (BDTA)2[Co(mnt)2] were investigated
in the temperature range of 2-300 K under 1 T on aQuantum-
Design MPMS XL SQUID susceptometer. The experimental raw
data were corrected for diamagnetism, and the paramagnetic
susceptibilities,øp, were obtained. The results are depicted in Figure
1, where the values oføpT are plotted against temperatureT. In the
temperature range of 200-300 K, theøpT value (0.61 emu K mol-1)
depended little on temperature, obeying the Curie law. Upon
cooling, however,øpT rapidly decreased down to 0.49 emu K mol-1

at 180 K, followed by a Curie-Weiss behavior with a Weiss
constant ofθ ) -4.7 K. Figure 1 also shows theøpT values upon
heating, revealing a hysteresis loop of 20 K at the transition. This
indicates that the anomaly at 190 K was caused by a first-order
phase transition.

Since the magnetic data indicated a structural phase transition
at 190 K, we carried out single-crystal X-ray analyses at 253 and
100 K.7 Figure 2a shows a view of the unit cell at 253 K, in which
one-half of the (BDTA)2[Co(mnt)2] unit is crystallographically
independent. BDTA occurs as a head-to-head dimer formed by short
S‚‚‚N and N‚‚‚N contacts. This dimer unit and the planar
[Co(mnt)2] form an alternating stacking column along theb axis,
indicating a largeπ overlap between them. In this column, the axial
positions of the cobalt ion are occupied by the sulfurs on separate
BDTA molecules at a distance of 3.1672(9) Å, though this value
is nearly the same as the interplanar distance. This is in agreement

with the fact that it is not likely for cationic species to be ligands
of metal ions due to their positive charge.

It is known that the S-N bond length,lSN, of BDTA is a good
indicator of the charge,FBDTA, on it. The removal of the unpaired
electron in the SOMO (singly occupied molecular orbital) of BDTA
shortens the S-N bond lengths because the SOMO has an
antibonding character on the S-N bonds. Figure 3 shows the
relation betweenlSN andFBDTA; lSN is 1.646(2) Å on average for
the neutral BDTA and 1.598(2) Å for BDTA+‚Cl-‚SO2.5b This
figure also includes the plot for the BDTA‚TCNQ, which is in a
mixed valence state;lSN is 1.619(4) Å,8 andFBDTA can be estimated
to be 0.63 from the CN stretching frequency of TCNQ (2196
cm-1).9 This figure indicates an empirical linear relation between
lSN andFBDTA. The two S-N bond lengths in (BDTA)2[Co(mnt)2]
are 1.598(2) and 1.608(2) Å at 253 K, so that, by fitting the average
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Figure 1. Temperature dependence oføpT for (BDTA)2[Co(mnt)2]. The
inset shows a possible mechanism of coordination bond formation at the
phase transition of 190 K.

Figure 2. Crystal structures of (BDTA)2[Co(mnt)2] at 253 K (a) and 100
K (b).
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value to the relation,FBDTA is estimated to be 0.9 (open circle in
Figure 3). This corresponds to the formula (BDTA0.9+)2[Co(mnt)2]1.8-

for the high-temperature phase. Since BDTA+ and [Co(mnt)2]2-

are S ) 0 and 1/2 spin species, this formula unit possesses one
unpaired electron.

Figure 2b shows the crystal structure at 100 K that includes two
crystallographically independent BDTA molecules, A and B. The
packing features resembled those observed at 253 K, but the
structure included a crucial difference; there was a Co‚‚‚S axial
coordination bond of 2.6163(18) Å between BDTAA and [Co-
(mnt)2], while the Co‚‚‚S distance was 3.5152(16) Å on the B side.
Moreover, BDTAA was significantly different in molecular struc-
ture; the average S-N bond length,lSN, for BDTAA (1.623(3) Å)
is much longer than those for BDTAB (1.605(3) Å) and BDTA in
the high-temperature phase (1.603(2) Å). From the relation in Figure
3, the charges on the two BDTA molecules were estimated to be
FBDTA

A ≈ 0.5 and FBDTA
B ≈ 0.9, respectively. These values

suggested a partial CT at the phase transition, namely,
(BDTA0.9+)2[Co(mnt)2]1.8- (253 K) f (BDTA0.9+)(BDTA0.5+)-
[Co(mnt)2]1.4- (100 K).

The structural analyses indicated a partial CT by ca. 0.4 for the
phase transition at 190 K. This was further supported by the
g-factors for the two phases, which were estimated from the Curie
constants obtained by magnetic measurements to beg ) 2.55 (
0.10 and 2.29( 0.10 for the high- and low-temperature phases,
respectively. The error bars are mainly caused by the air sensitivity
of the present compound. Since theg-factor is governed by the
distribution of the unpaired electron in the (BDTA)2[Co(mnt)2] unit,
it can be written as

whereFjBDTA is the average charge on BDTA, andgBDTA (2.006)
andg[Co(mnt)2] (2.526 of [N(C4H9)4]2[Co(mnt)2])8 are theg-factors
for the neutralS) 1/2 BDTA radical and theS) 1/2 [Co(mnt)2]2-

dianion, respectively. Using the values ofFjBDTA indicated in the
structural analyses, 0.9 and 0.7 for the high- and low-temperature
phases, the twog-factors are calculated to be 2.43 and 2.23,
respectively. These values are roughly in agreement with the
corresponding values estimated from the Curie constants; the
magnetic jump at the phase transition can be explained by the partial
CT between BDTA and [Co(mnt)2].

The structural and magnetic analyses revealed the CT phase
transition, (BDTA0.9+)2[Co(mnt)2]1.8- (253 K) T (BDTA0.9+)-
(BDTA0.5+)[Co(mnt)2]1.4- (100 K). This change in the degree of
CT is smaller than those for the other CT transitions in the transition

metal complexes;3,4 that such a small change should bring about
the coordination bond formation is peculiar to the present transition.
This can be qualitatively explained (the inset of Figure 1). The
electron transfer from [Co(mnt)2]2- to BDTA+ through theπ
overlap decreases the positive charge on BDTA+ and enhances the
ability of BDTA to act as a ligand. Thus, BDTA forms a
coordination bond, giving back the obtained electron partially to
the vacant d orbitals of the cobalt ion in [Co(mnt)2]. This back-
donation makes the degree of CT smaller as a result. Another
possible reason is the stability of BDTA+ compared with the neutral
BDTA radical having an unstable unpaired electron.

Cyclic thiazyl radicals are attracting much interest because of
their unique solid-state properties, such as magnetic bistability,10

and of effectiveness as building blocks of supramolecular electrical
and/or magnetic materials.11 So far the bistabilities of thiazyl radicals
were caused by different intermolecular arrangements in the crystals,
but the present bistability is due to switching between bonding and
dissociation of the coordination bond, which is considered to reflect
a competing duality of BDTA as cation and ligand.
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Figure 3. Correlation between the charge and the S-N bond length in
BDTA compounds.
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